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GOALS: PROMOTING

This postcard was sent from Arendsee (Altmark), a small town
in Saxony-Anhalt, Germany to
Osaka, Japan. In 1922 the Soviet
Union was established, By 1923
operation of the Trans-Siberian
Railway Nertwork restarted in full.
[The evolution of "via Siberia" mail 1897-1945 by Jerry H.
Miller, 2016, 202 pages (3 files,
64.6 MB), available at
https://stamps.org/Foreign-Exhibits]. would have told us how the PC was
The PC was sent via “Luftpost” to
carried from Moscow to Japan. ©
Moscow (see postal marking).
Then it would have been carried in
the mail of the Tran Siberian Railway
to Vladivostok,
Russia. From
there on maybe
a Japanese aircraft would have
carried it to its
final destination
in Osaka. Alternatively, in 1923 the Soviet Union
had started an extensive air mail service covering all its territories even
up to the Fareast region tha could
have carried this PC. Unfortunately
there is no Japanese arrival PMK that

HSC Weekly Meetings Information
The Hollywood Stamp Club meets
every Tuesday from 5 to 9 PM at
the Fred Lippman Multipurpose
Center, 2030 Polk Street,
Hollywood, FL 33020, US, North
America, Telephone: (954) 9213404.
All Club members are encouraged
to submit articles, notices, or any
other data believed notable to our
membership. Deadline is two
weeks before the first day of the
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following month. This is a bimonthly publication.
Contact the Editor, Enrique Setaro,
by phone (305) 428-0516, via
Skype, ID: ensetaro or via e-mail:
ensetaro@gmail.com

UNITED ARTISTS, Films Studio, on
Stamps
United Artists Corporation (UA), currently
doing business as United Artists Digital
Studios, is an American film and television entertainment studio. Founded in 1919 by D. W.
Griffith, Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford, and Douglas
Fairbanks, the studio was premised on allowing actors
to control their own interests, rather than being dependent upon commercial studios.
David Wark Griffith (January 22, 1875 – July 23,
1948) was an American director,
writer, and producer who pioneered modern cinematic techniques.
Sir Charles Spencer Chaplin KBE
(16 April 1889 – 25 December
1977) was an English comic actor, filmmaker, and composer who rose to fame in the
era of silent film. Chaplin became a worldwide icon

through his screen persona
"the Tramp" and is considered one of the most important figures in the history
of the film industry. Albania,
Austria, Belgium, UK, Italy,
Germany, Vatican, and Monaco have stamps
honoring Chaplin.
Gladys Louise Smith (April 8, 1892 – May
29, 1979), known professionally as Mary
Pickford, was a Canadian-born film actress
and producer .
Douglas Fairbanks (born
Douglas Elton Thomas
Ullman; May 23, 1883 – December 12,
1939) was an American actor, screenwriter, director, and producer. With his
marriage to Mary Pickford in 1920, the
couple became Hollywood royalty. ©

PHILATELIC TALKS INITIATIVE.
When you are
offered a high
value stamp
for a very low
price,
remember
this: ”If it too
good to be
true, it
probably is.”

Using a “vintage” TV that I donated to the club, we
have started with some short talks about philatelic topics. The purpose was to provide a way of exchanging
information of interest to our membership. We started
with “British Old Currency System” on Stamps. These
talks will be delivered every other week for 10/15
minutes starting at 6 PM. The following talks were about
“Topical Cocoa/chocolate on Stamps”, “the Flight of the
Gelber Hund”, and “Great Britain Seahorses”. The latest
talk discussed “Advertisement Labels, Panes & Booklets”. Other topics available are: “WW
2 Emergency Forces Messages”, “Stylized Views of the Cities of France”, “Imperforate
Steamships of Buenos Aires”, and “Russia 1915-17 Currency stamps”. If any of our
members would like to prepare and deliver a talk, I can help if you provide
scans of the material to be used and I can set them up into an Adobe Acrobat
File.©

Members: call for action
Have YOU
considered
sharing your
knowledge?
Why not write
an
article
for the Hollywood Philate-
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list? Or share
a nice cover
and a paragraph about
it. Contact the
Editor at the
meeting, or

via E-Mail.

Paraphrasing
President Kennedy: Do not ask

what the club
can do for you.
Far better, ask
what YOU can do
for the club.

HSC’s Officers and Members of the Board for 2019
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Arthur Morris
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Membership Chairman: Robert Lavoie, Jr

HSC NEWS

Asst. Chairman:

•

HSC Members get awards at PRAGA 2018.

•

Alfredo Frohlich received a Gold award for his
exhibit Chile, The Rouletted Issue, 1877 - 1899 “

•

Valery Zagorsky received a Vermeil award for his
exhibit Russia Empire Zemstvo Postage Stamps 1866 - 1919

•

New Members

JAN 15 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments

•

Gus De Carlo .. 1953

JAN 22. $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

•

Jean Peters .. ..1954

JAN 29 .> > > > GO –GO AUCTION < < < < < <

•

Timothy Roy ... 1955

FEB 5 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

•

Paul Puma Passing: I heard from Sheryl Pu-

Editor:

Hamlet Gayadeen
Enrique Setaro

E-Mail: ensetaro@gmail.com
Asst. Editor:

Thomas Walend

HSC PHILATELIC MEETINGS
JAN 8. $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

FEB 12 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
FEB 19 . $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
FEB 26 . $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments

The Bombay Cover, By Editor
One of the most important items displayed at the PRAGA
2018 specialized
world stamp exhibition is so called
“Bombay Cover” being franked with two
Red Mauritius Post
Office stamps. The cover was mailed on Jan. 4, 1850
by Reverend L. Banks living in Mauritius to Auxiliary
Bible Society in Bombay. The envelope shows the
strikes of the Port Luis postmarks.
The cover was found by Mr. Ch. Howard in 1897 at a
Bombay bazaar. The lucky founder sold the item next
year to a stamp collector. The cover was traded few
times until 1917, when it was acquired by the prominent stamp collector A.F. Lichtenstein. The Bombay
Cover was owned by the Lichtenstein family until
1968, when the cover was bought by famous Weill
Brothers, the rarity stamp dealers from New Orleans,
who kept the item until 1990.The famed cover last
sold in a 2016 David Feldman auction in Switzerland
3

ma who wrote: “Sorry to tell you Paul passed
away peacefully at home at 3:30 am this morning.
I was with him talking to him and holding his

hand. He was not alone. Please tell Karl and
his buddies at stamp club. I miss him. Sheryl.”

for more than $2.5 million. The buyer, a Czech collector promised to show the Bombay Cover at PRAGA
2018 stamp exhibition to introduce the exceptionally
seen rarity to the philatelic and non-philatelic public.
A new Czech Republic souvenir
sheet shows one
of the stamp hobby’s greatest rarities, the Bombay
cover. Franked
with two of the
Mauritius 1847 1penny Post Office
stamps (Scott 1),
the 1850 cover is
addressed to Bombay, India. . The souvenir sheet
was issued Aug. 8, a week before the start of the exhibition, and includes the Praga 2018 logo in the upper left. The single 59-koruna stamp in the souvenir
sheet is a stamp-on-stamp design, featuring the two
Mauritius stamps from the Bombay cover. The Czech
sheet is available at the various online site, like Bombay Philatelic, or others.©

Collecting
Bill Gross Sets Record With
$10 Million New York Stamp
Sale [Suggested by Ronald
Zukin], By Katya Kazakina,
Bloomberg
October 3, 2018, 11:03 PM
EDT Updated on October 4,
2018, 12:52 PM EDT

Center-inverted block of four from 1869 tops sale at
$737,500.

stamps owned by Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group Inc.
Chairman Ryohei Ishikawa came up for auction.
Gross bought more than $2 million of stamps at the
event. Over the years, he’s pounced on every important collection that came to the market.
“Bill Gross had the financial wherewithal and ambition
to do it,” said Christopher Rupp, a New York-based
philatelist who snapped up about a dozen lots on behalf of clients. “It’s a once-in-a-generation sale.”

Real Elephant

The auction took place in an ornate drawing room of
the landmark Lotte New York Palace hotel and was
Stamps from bond billionaire Bill Gross’s collection
attended by about 135 people. The event had a jovial
sold for $10 million in New York on Wednesday even- atmosphere. Jokes flew.
ing, a record for a single-day auction dedicated to
Someone suggested that an envelope with an 1869
philately.
stamp known as “Beer Mug” would be perfect for
The group was offered by Robert A. Siegel Auction
Brett Kavanaugh, the embattled Supreme Court nomGalleries Inc., the first in a series of charitable sales
inee who acknowledged youthful affinity for the bevof Gross’s stamps over the next two to three years.
erage. It fetched $10,030, doubling the high estiAll but three of the 106 lots sold. The top item was a mate.
center-inverted block of four stamps from 1869 that
fetched $737,500. Prices include an 18 percent buy- When the hammer fell at $37,500 on an envelope
er’s premium.
stamped with an image of an elephant, another person remarked, “You can buy a real elephant for that
“A lot of these iconic items were bought by a billion- much.”
aire and now they are dispersed among the riffraff,”
said Arthur Przybyl, chief executive officer of Ani
Inverted Centers
Pharmaceuticals Inc. Sitting in the first row, he won
A block of 20 Pan-American
the night’s second-most-expensive item: a blue Hawaiian missionary from 1851 that brought $619,500. stamps with inverted centers
fetched $472,000, doubling
“I lost a lot, but I won the stamp I really wanted.”
from 1994, Shreve said. Not
Gross, 74, has the most complete collection of
all lots were successes. A covstamps issued by the U.S. Postal Service, with individ- er featuring a strip of five 5ual stamps, blocks of them, and stamped envelopes. cent stamps from 1847 and
One album has hundreds of examples from the first
an 1851 3-cent “Beaver"
U.S. federal postage issue in 1847.
stamp was among those failing to draw bids. It was
estimated at $600,000 to $800,000.
Bible Block
“This is only the tip of the iceberg,” said Gordon Eubanks, a tech entrepreneur, who spent more than
$1.2 million on at least seven lots, including the
unique “Bible Block” of six 10-cent stamps from 1847,
for $590,000. It was estimated at $500,000 to
$700,000.

Gross, a bond portfolio manager at Janus Henderson
Group Plc, has built and sold several top stamp compilations since he began collecting in 1992. He previously raised $27 million for charity from stamp sales,
including Swiss and British treasures. Now he’s unloading the U.S. items, his biggest prize. All proceeds
from the auctions will go to charities, Gross has said.
His collection was valued at $42.2 million, according
to court papers filed last October as part of a divorce
settlement with Sue Gross. After the couple divided
their assets, including multiple homes and artwork,
he retained a personal net worth estimated by
Bloomberg at $1.6 billion.
The money manager amassed the core of his U.S.
collection in 1993, when an important trove of U.S.
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Eubanks snatched a unique 1847 envelope with 5cent and 10-cent stamps addressed to Belgium for
$224,200, below the low estimate of $300,000.
“Wow,” he said after the hammer fell, then fistbumped his neighbor.

“A few years from now, these prices will look like bargains,” Shreve said. The proceeds from the auction
will benefit Doctors Without Borders. ©

Selling at the HSC’s Meetings, by Michael Rogers bank. They
would give
Today, you know me well as a China specialist but
him an enveback in 1978 when I first opened Winter Park Stamp lope for him
Shop, I carried a fine stock of Zeppelin and Air post to return to
flights. Way before the Internet, I released oldme. Gordon
fashioned pricelists printed on paper carrying comraised an eyemon to elusive material.
brow after
Scotty left,
For that
saying “You
reason,
trust that
the reyoung boy
nowned
dealer of with $1,200
Confeder- cash?” I reate philat- plied that I
ely, Gor- trusted him
far more than
don
McHenry, Gordon trustsought me out to complete a set of U.S. Graf Zeppe- ed me. After
lin flight covers. He wanted a 65¢ to match the April Scotty returned with
19th date of the $1.30 and $2.60 that he already
had. Right off, I told Gordon his flights were first day the money, I
paid Gordon,
covers and that I didn’t have a 65¢ FDC in stock.
April 14th is a vacation day as it was my Grandma’s and I thought that was the end of it. (I surprised
birthday; the first day date of the Graf Zeppelins was Scotty with the set of mint, NH, Famous Americans
that he’d been gazing at in my display as a gift.)
April 19th, so remembering “April 19th” as the first
day date was a cinch.
When Gordon returned home, he must have reached
After we went back and forth a couple of times, Gor- for a catalogue because he phoned me the next day,
exclaiming “You took advantage of me!” I’m sure he
don sure was insistent. He persisted in stating that
didn’t appreciate my chuckling on the phone when I
his flights were not FDCs, and that it was me trying
reminded him that I accepted the price he set, and
to enhance the value of his covers. He turned the
tables, saying that if I was so sure of myself, I ought before that I said several times he had better material than he thought he had. We mended fences later.
to buy them.
His price was $1,200. The $1.30 value was a sound
stamp on a real dirty and wrinkled cover but the
$2.60 was a gem in all respects. Just a slam dunk
beauty! The $1,200 was too much for regular flight
covers but
a bargain
for the
first day
covers I
knew
them to
be. I
reached
for my
checkbook; inconveniently he declined. He wanted
cash. My shop wasn’t doing the kind of business to have that much cash laying around.
I’m guessing he refused my check because my
business was a start-up or maybe he thought I was
paying a sum so great in excess to the value of the
covers he took them to be. I suppose if I’d allowed
myself, I would have been mad, but I had a point to
prove.

Now to sell the first day covers. I knew a collector
who desired the finest condition $2.60 Zeppelin FDC.
I was pretty certain the one I now owned would fit
the bill. I prefer placing stellar pieces with keen collectors in a way that empowers the buyer. So in order to sell this beauty, I remarked to this very fair
minded individual “if this beauty is what you’re seeking, what are you comfortable with paying?” He offered me
$2500, a
price
which
pleased
us both.
By the
way, this
collector
is my
friend today.

As for the $1.30, the going price for a used single
was $500. When I laid the flight cover in front of the
collector who bought it, I reasoned that the stamp
remaining on the envelope “tells the story.” He
wouldn’t lose any value if the stamp was soaked off.
Plan B: With a new store, I didn’t have an employee I sold the flight cover for simply the $500, as it had a
to run down to the bank for me. I turned to Scotty, a pretty stamp, in spite of being on a “cover with
13 year old who was picking through a US “2 cent
fleas”. ©
over face” box, asking him to take my check to the
5

HSC Auctions' Statistics, By Richard Knierrim
Date

Lots Sold

Sales Total

Avg./lot

10/2/2018

72

$

858.50

$ 11.92

10/9/2018

57

$

10/16/2018

55

$

1,037.00

924.00

$ 16.21
$ 18.85

10/23/2018

68

$

1,589.00

$ 23.37

10/30/2018
252
Go-Go

$

10,962.00

$ 43.50

11/6/2018

76

$

1,579.00

$ 20.78

11/13/2018

55

$

11/20/2018

58

$

11/27/2018

50

$

728.00
1,175.00
800.00

$ 13.24
$ 20.26
$ 16.00

In the times of Richard Warren, we used to get some
of these Sales Auctions Statics from him. Now, our
Treasurer Richard Knierim will be providing us with
this information. In the table above we show the
number of lost sold, the Total Sales Volume, and the
average sale price per lot. ©

enemy territory. These were to be attached to
fake letters containing information detrimental to
the morale of troops at the front
and their loved ones at home,
these are relatively common in
mint condition but extremely rare when used.
By the second world war, propaganda forgeries had become a
sophisticated international weapon. Both the British and the
Americans produced separate forgeries of German stamps. The British forged the Hindenburg
12pf., Hitler Head 3pf., 4pf., 6pf., 8pf. and the
Field Post admission stamp.

The intention was that Fake German mail bags
were to be filled with propaganda letters –
names and addresses supplied from prewar telephone directories – and dropped from bombers
after raids on mail carrying trains, in the hope
that the bags would be innocently gathered up
with the other salvaged mail and distributed by
STAMPS GO TO WAR , By Dominic Savastano,
the German Postal authorities. Just imagine beSpink Insider
ing a German factory worker, sitting down to eat
your breakfast, reading your morning post, part
The next time you receive a letter, take a moof which turned out to be allied propaganda. Unment or two to examine the stamp on it. Very
often it will be carrying a message. All over the surprisingly the Allies gave this the code name
“Operation Cornflakes”.
world stamps help to raise money for charities,
encourage people to vote, celebrate Christmas
The British also supplied excellent forgeries of
or other religious festivals and
then current stamps to the French underground.
urge them to pay their taxes.
How satisfying would it have been for the GerVery rarely do they draw attenman controlled French Post Office to be made to
tion to a defeat! In war time they
bear the cost of delivering huge quantities of
were even pressed into service as
British Propaganda!
elements of subversion. Simple
There were other forgeries which were not inforgeries by members of the pubtended to pass unnoticed in the post. One examlic to defraud the postal authoriple is the stamp with Hitler’s head replaced by
ties have been in
that of Heinrich Himmler, the head of the notorievidence almost
ous Gestapo. The aim was to spread the idea
since stamps were
the Hitler had been deposed or killed and the
first used in 1840,
Himmler had succeeded as head of state; an unbut the first serious
pleasant prospect for the ordinary
“propaganda” forGerman citizens. The Germans
geries only began
approached the idea of using
during the first World War. These
stamps as propaganda from a difwere forged versions of the eneferent angles.
mies stamps and were intended to
convey subversive political mesThe Gestapo was in charge of
sages to troops and civilians.
counter espionage and produced
high quality forged documents at
The British Secret Service, probaits
printing
shop
in the Sachsenhausen concenbly via the famous printing comtration
camp,
staffed
by imprisoned former printpany Thomas De La Rue, proers
and
forgers.
duced forgeries of Austrian, Bavarian and German Empire issues [Cont. on Page 7]
for use by British Secret Agents in
6

Stamps go to War [Cont. From Page 6]

The German designers were under
strict instructions not to alter the
Unlike the British Forgeries these German forgeries
profile of George VI; perhaps
were not intended to be used on letters by agents in
Himmler was anxious not to proEngland, their use was intended to be purely political
voke the British into making groand it is thought that they were largely distributed
tesque images of Hitler, as the
through the German Embassy in Stockholm.
Americans did with their forgeries
showing Hitler’s Skull and the inThe British 1935 special issue commemorating the
scription “FUTCHES REICH”
1935 Silver Jubilee of King George V, was forged with
(Finished Emthe Kings head substituted by that of Joseph Stalin
pire) replacing “DEUTSCHES
and the inscription was changed to “THIS IS
REICH”. There are lots of othA/JEWSH WAR”. The star of David and the hammer
ers, the Russians produced forand sickle were also incorporated into the design.
geries of German postal stationSimilarly the 1937 Coronation stamp of King George
ery cards with propaganda mesVI and Queen Elizabeth was forged and
sages.
showed the Queen’s head replaced by
that of Stalin.
When
the fighting finished with the
There was also the series of six low valend of the second world war,
ue George VI definitive stamps from the
the propaganda war contin1/2d. to the 3d., these showed the Rusued. The West Germans prosian symbol of a hammer and sickle in
duced forgeries of current
the upper left rose, the Star
East German stamps and the
of David replacing the cross
East Germans objected to varon the Crown and a stylized
ious West German issues.
hammer and sickle replacPropaganda end espionage
ing the “d” in the value.
forgeries are popular collectors’ items today, but beThese were also overprint- ware! Forgeries of the Forgeries exist!
ed with the names of fourteen different British “Lost
Colonies” for the
MALVINAS
“Liquidation of the Empire” series, most of these are
ISLANDS –
relatively common, about 400 sets for each colony
FALKLAND
having been overprinted.

ISLANDS

Another series of overThe Malvinas
prints drew attention to a
variety of Allied Bombing
(in Spanish)
errors, “Cathedral of RouIslands,
en”, “Castelle Candolfo”
Falkland Is(Castello Gandolfo),
“Monte Cassino”,
lands (in
“Schaffhausen”, “San MaEnglish) is
rino”, “Cathedral of Cologne”. These are all hard to
find with only about 30 sets of each produced. A fur- an archipelather series of overprints drew attention of “Extremes go in the South Atlantic Ocean on the Patof World Politics” with “World Bol- agonian Shelf. The principal islands are
shevism”, World Capitalism”,
about 300 miles (483 kilometers) east of
World Judaism”, “Bluff Charta”
(sic), “Empires Liquidation at Te- South America's southern Patagonian
coast, at a latitude of about 52°S.
heran” and “World Slavery”,
again only about 30 sets were
Both the British and Spanish settlements
produced. The final series of
overprints, called “Invasion” fea- coexisted in the archipelago until 1774,
tured overprints hoping to under- when Britain's new economic and stratemine the Allied invasion of Eugic considerations led it to voluntarily
rope with “But who will return”,
“On Order of Stalin”, “England bleeds on the order of withdraw from the islands, leaving a
Moscow”, “Come on – Germany expects you”,
plaque claiming the Falklands for King
“England has lost the war” and “A military advenGeorge III. [Cont. Page 8]
ture”, all of these are extremely rare with no more
than six of each being produced, the last set thought
to be unique!
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Malvinas islands (Cont. from page 7)
Spain's Viceroyalty of the Río de la Plata became the only
governmental presence in the territory. West Falkland was
left abandoned, and Puerto Soledad became mostly a prison camp. Amid the British invasions of the Río de la Plata
during the Napoleonic Wars in Europe, the islands' governor evacuated the archipelago in 1806; Spain's remaining
colonial garrison followed suit in 1811, except for gauchos
and fishermen who remained voluntarily.
Thereafter, the archipelago was visited only by fishing
ships; its political status was undisputed until 1820, when
Colonel David Jewett, an American privateer working for
the United Provinces of the Río de la Plata, informed anchored ships about Buenos Aires' 1816 claim to Spain's
territories in the South Atlantic.
Since the islands had no permanent inhabitants, in 1823
Buenos Aires granted Germanborn merchant Luis Vernet permission to conduct fishing activities and exploit feral cattle in
the archipelago. Vernet settled
at the ruins of Puerto Soledad
in 1826, and accumulated resources on the islands until the Falklands Scott 69
venture was secure enough to bring settlers and form a
permanent colony. Buenos Aires named Vernet military
and civil commander of the islands in 1829, and he attempted to regulate sealing to stop
the activities of foreign whalers
and sealers.
Buenos Aires attempted to retain
influence over the settlement by
installing a garrison, but a mutiny
in 1832 was followed the next year
by
the
arrival of British forces who reasserted Britain's rule. The Argentine Confederation
(headed by Buenos Aires
Governor Juan Manuel de
Rosas) protested against Britain's actions and Argentine
governments have continued
since then to register official
protests against Britain.
In 1933 a stamp set was issued to commemorate the centenary of the occupation of the then
the centenary of
the occupation of the islands as a British colony. One of
the stamps [Scott #69] 3 pence shows the
map of the islands. The Argentina government made a formal complaint with the
British Government and the UPU It did not
recognize this stamp as valid postage on
letters sent to Argentina and charged the
recipients of these letters a postage due
for insufficient postage.
These letters are hard to find and scarce.
Argentina has issued three stamps with
Islands’ Argen- the map of the islands: 1964 SC C92 18
tine Governor
pesos, 1987 Sc 1616 0.50 ‘Australes’ and
Luis E. Ver2012 $2.50. All three stamps are shown
net (1792-1871) here. ©
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President’s Corner
CLOSED ALBUM – 1189, Stephen Jeffrey Ehrlich
Steve Ehrlich, immediate past president of the
Hollywood Stamp Club, passed away in Fort
Lauderdale on November 25, 2018 after a long
illness and stubborn fight. He was born on January 4, 1943 in Brooklynn, NY. Steve was educated as an engineer and actually held over a dozen
patents. By nature Steve was a collector, as his
wife Harriet can readily
attest. Those pursuits
included Disney mania
and all items from the
orient. In fact he had
such an interest in China, Hong Kong and that
area of the world that
Steve traveled to that
part of the world more
than 80 times. He was
accompanied most of
the time by Harriet, his
wife of more than 50
years.
But Steve’s main interest was stamp collecting; a
pastime that certainly made him a philatelist (by
my definition, one who also studies all aspects of
stamps). Harriet told me that it was not unusual
for Steve to ask his granddaughters if they
wanted to learn a little history, at which point he
would drag out an album and explain everything
those stamps represented, meant and why they
were issued. He was always willing to share his
passion for the hobby with anyone who showed
even the slightest interest; and his information
was extremely interesting and knowledgeable.
Of course, it was always proceed by an impish
twinkle in his eye.
Any project or task that I proposed, Steve was
the first to volunteer and he tackled it eagerly.
Sometimes a little too enthusiastically, such as,
when asked to check locations for club luncheons, he would examine the menus closely, returning several times to taste the offerings. Steve Ehrlich was a member of the Hollywood
Stamp Club for over 30 years ably serving in
every aspect of the club including five years as
president. He was a tremendous asset to our
members and the club and will be hard to replace. I am proud to call Steve my colleague
and good friend.
Keep on stamping old friend. ©

